PROJECT GRIFFIN INTERNATIONAL

THE STRATEGY

Protecting Airport and Seaport Communities

INTERPORTPOLICE A GLOBAL FORCE
Interportpolice as part of its supporting best practice is pleased to present to Police and Authorities a Strategy for Protecting Airports, Seaports, Mass Events, Cities and Communities from Serious Organised Crime and Terrorism.
INTERPORTPOLICE HAS DEVELOPED A 3 PILLAR STRATEGY

1. **Educate and engage your community with our Griffin Train the Trainer programme**

2. **Collaborate and introduce our 'Griffin on the Go' tactics**

3. **Communicate** - We have partnered with technology providers to bring you suitable communication products
1st Pillar

Educate

PROJECT GRIFFIN INTERNATIONAL
TRAIN THE TRAINER

As part of our strategy of keeping communities and cities safe Interportpolice offers a train the trainer programme. Trainers become part of the Global Griffin family. Project Griffin International is built on a bedrock of best practise of the United kingdom Contest Strategy for Counter Terrorism and Serious Organised Crime. Project Griffin was introduced as part of that strategy and has a 14 year plus history.

Interportpolice through an MOU with the City of London Project Griffin Executive Board brings you Project Griffin International. Trainers will learn how to introduce an education programme into the community of the Airport, Seaport, Mass event or Safer Cities environment providing knowledge and confidence to report suspicious activity or behaviour.
Griffin on the Go was introduced to provide an operational police tactic forming part of the strategy in keeping environments safe by engaging with the public. Popping up randomly via intelligence led Policing engaging the staff or Public in a friendly customer service way, then going onto another location, hence the name Griffin on the Go.

Griffin On The Go is an overt and covert combined operation, it may include K9 and or firearms officers. Police officers should be selected to form a Griffin ON The Go team. It should be intelligence led and work in partnership with other entities. This may include using their own behaviour detection officers or that of the entity to provide a covert presence.
3rd Pillar

Introducing our unique communication partners

Atlas One, Netsfere, Teams and Kazala

INTERPORTPOLICE has been working to find and make available a range of selected partners who bring value and expertise in order to assist organisations to implement real-time collaborative and protective solutions that are highly sophisticated military encryption cloud-based communications. Many have unofficially adopted even though there is a security liability other available social media applications. We suggest if your using WhatsApp for your business you stop. There are other alternatives.

- Secure communication on a global scale
- Audit trail and the entity own the data
- Linked to its own incident management
  - Dynamic situation awareness
- Broadcast - Share data & media, warn & inform
- Enabling anonymous reporting
- 1:1, one to many and groups
  - Geo Tagging
  - Geo Fencing
Not Just a Strategy but a Solution
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Communicate